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COMPETITION RUELS FOR ARTISTIC EVENTS:
CHANGES 2011
3.3.

Exit altitude 13.000 feet (3960 m.) AGL, working time is 45 seconds.
No more 35 seconds working time for speed round freeflying

5.4.

Compulsory Routine. The Compulsory Routines consist of four (4) Compulsory Sequences as
described in the relevant Addenda-A, and other moves at the Teams’ discretion. The order in
which these Compulsory Sequences and other moves can be performed is determined by the
Team.

5.6.

Teams are requested to deliver a description of their Free Routine(s) and the order of the
Compulsory Sequences (for both Compulsory Rounds) to the Chief Judge before the start of the
competition. For this purpose, the Chief Judge should provide a standard form (see AddendumD). Failure to provide this information has no influence on the scoring. Deviation from the Free
Routine description or the Compulsory Routine will not influence the scoring.

5.7.2. A Video Controller will be appointed by the Chief Judge prior to the start of the Judges’
Conference. The Video Controller may inspect a team’s freefall video equipment to verify that it
meets the performance requirements as determined by him/her. Inspections may be made at
any time during the competition which do not interfere with a team’s performance, as
determined by the Event Judge. Etc.
5.7.3. For the purpose of these rules, "freefall video equipment" shall consist of the complete video
system used to record the video evidence of the Team's freefall performance, including only one
camera, recording media, cables and battery. Etc..
5.7.3.1. The Videographer is responsible for ensuring the compatibility of the freefall video equipment
with the scoring system.
5.7.4. As soon as possible after each jump is completed, the Videographer must deliver the freefall
video equipment (including the recording media used to record that jump) for dubbing at the
designated dubbing station. The video evidence must remain available for viewing or dubbing
until all scores are posted as final.
5.10. Competitors are not allowed to use a wind tunnel (freefall simulator) after the commencement of
the competition.
6.2.

Compulsory Routines. Judges give a score for the Team (between 0 and 10, up to one decimal
point) for Presentation (as per Free Routine) and for each of the four (4) Compulsory
Sequences, using the following guidelines:
Presentation in the Compulsory Routines is scored for the start and the end of the routine, and
move(s) performed between the Compulsory Sequences.

6.4.

The score for each round is calculated as follows:
•

Compulsory Rounds: the highest and lowest Judges’ scores of each Compulsory Sequence
and Presentation will be discarded, and then the remaining three (3) scores will be averaged
with no rounding applied. The average scores will be added, and the result will be divided by
five (5), then rounded to the first decimal place.
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6.5.4. The Judges will use the electronic scoring system to record the evaluation of the performance.
At the end of working time, freeze frame will be applied on each viewing, based on the timing taken
from the first viewings only.
Speed round freeflying is deleted and the freestyle skydiving compulsory is changed.
Both to the same format: Four (4) Compulsory Sequences to be performed in the order they wish, plus
room for extra moves (including plane exit and end of jump)
Changes in the Addenda A for both events. 8 Compulsory Sequences, 4 for each compulsory round.
Update of difficulty table (addendum C)

